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A Former Kool Aid drinker from Down Under

Born in New Zealand military family, classical educaQon (LaQn, Trivium), lots of reading
21st great-grandson of William Wallace (Braveheart)
Self-taught computer programmer from 8; played a lot of video games
Bachelor of Business (92) Victoria University of Wellington; moved to Melbourne Australia
Started sausage.com (95) one of the earliest successful e-commerce companies
Featured in WIRED (96,97) HotDog Web Editor #3 most downloaded Internet sokware
Created large, thriving virtual community 3 million users, 220 countries
Customers incl. CIA, FBI, White Sands Missile Range, NaQonal Proving Grounds, Livermore Labs
Partners included Intel, Cisco, Hewle*-Packard, Netscape, SUN, Telstra
IPO (96) ﬁrst .au public Net company, youngest CEO (23); record held by Rupert Murdoch 40+ yrs
Raver since 97 Earthcore, Outback parQes, Envision, Love Parade, Creamﬁelds, Ibiza, Miami
98 ﬁrst went to Burning Man been 11 #mes “Burning Man IS Silicon Valley”- Elon Musk
2000 Successful exit sold Sausage Sokware to SMS for $700 million; reQred at 26
Next: became VC focus on buildings, security, environment; hardware & sokware
ZoS nightclub, Melbourne many top DJs; entertained more people than Burning Man
Now, 20+ years in hi-tech business reQred again at 40 to write books
Art by Ian Ross, Eon, and Zio Ziegler
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How This Story Began

• Wanted to learn about social media to promote my businesses
• Australia didn’t think Facebook or Twi*er were corporate enough
• Started BURNERS.ME (2012) largest UNOFFICIAL Burner community;
200,000 followers, 1600 arQcles; Wordpress, Facebook, Twi*er, Instagram

•
•
•
•
•

#1 story and #1 site on Wordpress.com ~38 million blogs; oken in Top 100
Frequently reaches 1 million+ per week on Facebook
Fact-checking BM claims propaganda, misinformaQon, contradicQons
TechCrunch Interview Larry Harvey, John Perry Barlow Le Web, Bilderberg 2013
Grateful Dead & Intelligence Manufacturing the Deadhead menQons BM

Part 1
Shadow History of Silicon Valley

Source: Facebook

The ﬁrst Apple computer
Image: Binarysequence BY-SA 4.0

“San Francisco: a 49
square mile circus in
search of a tent”
- Will Durst

“Despite the amazingly high
cost of living and the
extraordinary opportunities
for frittering away money,
everyone in early San
Francisco was supremely
confident that he would
soon be able to return home
with an incalculable amount
of gold. Everything was
conceived on a vast scale,
and there was always plenty
of cash available for any
scheme that might be
proposed, no matter how
impossible or bizarre it
seemed.”
The Annals of San Francisco
(book about the 1847-1855 Gold Rush)
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Silicon Valley

Image: Silicon Valley Maps

We Live in a Military-Dominated World…

Image: The Burning Platorm

US Budget

The US spends 55%
of the enQre world’s
military budget,
more than the next
ten countries
combined

…but we don’t see it
Most people live in urban areas 80.7% (US, 2010)
Most bases very large far away from civilian populaQon centers
NSA Data Center, Utah
Many DUMBS Deep Underground Military Bases; at least 132 in US
Civilians driving past can’t see much past secure fences
Wars are oﬀshore drones ﬂown from Creech AFB (Las Vegas), Ramstein (Germany)
Posse comitatus restricts domesQc military operaQons rescinded by NDAA
Military intelligence, INSCOM, Oﬃce of Naval Intelligence, NaQonal
Reconnaissance Oﬃce, NSA, CIA, DIA “need to know” secrecy, compartmentalizaQon
• 5 Eyes, 9 Eyes, 14 Eyes UKUSA, ULTRA-MAGIC deals; SkyNet (92)
• ArQﬁcial Intelligence invisible, secret, and always learning
• Internet, cellphones pervasive what’s behind the screen?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Surplus equipment (unused), California

SkyNet 5D Satellite, UK Ministry of Defense

The Pentagon
one of the world’s biggest landowners

Total US troops: 1,318,428
5000+ permanent bases in 80+ countries
Special OperaQons Forces are acQve in 100+ countries
The US has more than 800 bases in other countries
Britain, France, and Russia COMBINED have 30 foreign bases
Department of Defense global real estate portolio:
• 276,770 buildings - $585 billion value
• 4,855 sites, 2.2 billion square feet
• 24.9 million acres (3.8 million CA, 3.5 million NV)
• This ranks as #8 on the list of largest landowners by area
•
•
•
•
•
•

Source: converge.co.nz, FAS

Military Sites
Source: readynutriQon.com

Source: Business Insider

Military-Technology Complex
In 2015 Sergei Glazyev, an advisor to Russian President PuQn, said:
Moscow must gain total control of its Central Bank, preven0ng speculators
to move their credit around for non-produc0ve purposes; Moscow should
also establish currency controls; and must create a central organizaCon of
technological research to replace the loss of Western technology, imitaCng
the US methodology of rolling out from its centralized military research
those technologies that can be commercialized for the consumer market.

The methodology: develop advanced technologies in centralized
military research (SRI), then roll them out through UniversiQes and
commercial companies for the consumer market (Silicon Valley) - and
create the cultural demand for them…

Image: Wikimedia

The iPhone: created
by the government
SIRI is named aker SRI, where it was developed
by DARPA as the largest ArQﬁcial Intelligence
project in US history. It was spun out into a
startup, acquired by Apple in 2010, released in
phones ﬁrst, and now TVs and cars. SIRI’s
parent company sQll gets over half of its
revenue from the Department of Defense

Source: Business Insider

Modern Prison by Banksy

Result: More Cash than Countries
Apple is the World’s Most Valuable Public Company: $764 billion
Alphabet (Google): $527 billion

(peak)

(peak market capitalization)

Shadow Economy
• US ﬁrms hold $2.1 trillion oﬀshore to avoid taxes
growing 8%/year

• 72% of Fortune 500; 7,622 tax haven subsidiaries
• Top 5 tech companies: $451 billion oﬀshore cash
• Shadow Banking System: $75 trillion
• 18-19% US income not reported to IRS

$2 trillion/year
$500 billion lost taxes

• California (#8 economy in world)
15-17% of labor force;
$60-140 billion/yr

• Average Size (% GDP):

Developed Countries
Developing Countries
United Kingdom
Greece
Italy
Russia
Ukraine

13.4%
36%
10%
20%
20%
30%
50%

• Shadow Economy of Italy > Real Economy Austria
• Half of UK bank notes used for shadow economy
• European shadow economy €2.1 trillion
Source: CiQzens for Tax JusQce

Shadow Government: Oligarchy
Image: zengardner.com
In the Princeton and Northwestern study, “Tes0ng Theories of American Poli0cs: Elites,
Interest Groups and Average Ci0zens,” researchers compared 1,800 diﬀerent U.S. policies that
were put in place by poliQcians between 1981 and 2002 to the type of policies preferred by
the average and wealthy American, or special interest groups.

Researchers then concluded that U.S. policies are formed more by special interest groups
than by poli#cians properly represen#ng the will of the general people, including the lowerincome class.
“The central point that emerges from our research is that economic elites and organized groups
represen0ng business interests have substan0al independent impacts on U.S. government policy,
while mass-based interest groups and average ci0zens have liPle or no independent inﬂuence…
When a majority of ciCzens disagrees with economic elites and/or with organized interests,
they generally lose.”

Koch brothers 2016 budget: $880 million

Image: Business Insider
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DeYinitions
occult
adjecQve

of or relaQng to magic, astrology, or any system claiming use or knowledge of
secret or supernatural powers or agencies.
2. beyond the range of ordinary knowledge or understanding; mysterious.
3. secret; disclosed or communicated only to the iniQated.
4. hidden from view.
5. not apparent on mere inspecQon but discoverable by experimentaQon.
1.

of a nature not understood, as physical qualiQes.
dealing with such qualiQes; experimental: occult science.
6.

Medicine/Medical: present in amounts too small to be visible

noun

the supernatural or supernatural agencies and aﬀairs considered as a whole
8. occult studies or sciences
7.

Origin: Late 15th century (as a verb): from La0n occultare 'secrete', frequenta0ve of occulere 'conceal',
based on celare 'to hide'; the adjec0ve and noun from occult- 'covered over', from the verb occulere. [OED]
Source: dicQonary.com

scientist

"It is suicidal to create a society dependent on science and
technology in which hardly anybody knows anything about the
science and technology" - Carl Sagan

A person who is studying or has expert knowledge of one or more of the natural or
physical sciences

Word Origin and History

n. 1834, a hybrid coined from La0n scien0a by the Rev. William Whewell
(1794-1866), English polymath, by analogy with ar0st, in the same paragraph in
which he coined physicist (q.v.).

When the word was invented, it was speciﬁcally to contrast it with arQst. In
Whewell and Babbage’s day, “science” was superior to art. The world was
being re-made by engineering and automaQon.

Fellows of the Royal Society, such as Sir Isaac Newton, considered themselves
occulQsts but did not consider themselves scienQsts: there was no such thing.

scientism

Belief in the universal applicability of the scienQﬁc method and approach; the view that
empirical science consQtutes the most "authoritaQve" worldview or the most valuable
part of human learning, to the exclusion of other viewpoints

government

Origin: guberna0o mente = mind control
Source: dicQonary.com, wikipedia, wikQonary

coincidence
a striking occurrence of two or more events at one Qme, apparently by mere chance

culture
The controlled culQvaQon of living material in prepared nutrient media

media
The element which is the natural habitat of an organism; plural “medium”
“an intervening agency, means or instrument” ﬁrst applied to newspapers 1927

magic
“The science and art of causing change to occur in conformity with the Will” –
Aleister Crowley
Source: dicQonary.com, Lee Soarez, Aleister Crowley

conspiracy theory
• Term created by the CIA in 1967 to discredit
anyone quesQoning the Warren Commission
report on the John F. Kennedy AssassinaQon
• CIA have since admi*ed JFK cover-up
Conspiracy noun
1. the act of conspiring
2. an evil, unlawful, treacherous, or surrepQQous plan
formulated in secret by two or more persons; plot.
3. a combinaQon of persons for a secret, unlawful, or
evil purpose.
4. Law. an agreement by two or more persons to
commit a crime, fraud, or other wrongful act.
5. any concurrence in acQon; combinaQon in bringing
about a given result.
Source: dicQonary.com

If you’re a conspiracy theorist, you’re
someone who believes that some#mes
people make plans together in private.
“A conspiracy theorist is someone who ques0ons
known liars” – Jim Marrs
“A conspiracy is nothing but a secret agreement of a
number of men for the pursuance of policies which
they dare not admit in public.” - Mark Twain (BG)

Fascism: the State = Corporations

Image: March Against Monsanto

Corporatocracy the Illusion of Choice

Image: Convergence Alimentaire

Weaving the Propaganda Web
“The conscious and intelligent
manipulation of the organized
habits and opinions of the
masses is an important element
in democratic society. Those who
manipulate this unseen
mechanism of society constitute
an invisible government which is
the true ruling power of our
country. We are governed, our
minds are molded, our tastes
formed, our ideas suggested,
largely by men we have never
heard of. This is a logical result
of the way in which our
democratic society is organized.
Vast numbers of human beings
must cooperate in this manner if
they are to live together as a
smoothly functioning society.”

- Edward Bernays
It’s really 5: Viacom and CBS are both owned and controlled by Sumner Redstone

Images: Business Insider, corporaQons.org

Bilderberg
Group

Hotel de Bilderberg (Holland)
Image: Wikipedia

Est. 1954

Secret annual meeQng
of poliQcal & ﬁnancial elites

Image: hangthebankers.com

147 Corporations Own The World

Control 40% of Global GDP
1318 control 80% of GDP

Image: University of Zurich

“The network of global corporate control”
Stefania Vitali, James B. Glaƒelder, Stefano Ba„ston (2011)

Networks of Networks
Top 20 Superconnected Companies
1. Barclays plc
2. Capital Group Companies
3. FMR CorporaQon
4. AXA
5. State Street CorporaQon
6. JP Morgan Chase & Co
7. Legal & General Group plc
8. Vanguard Group
9. UBS AG
10. Merrill Lynch & Co
11. Wellington Management Co LLP
12. Deutsche Bank AG
13. Franklin Resources
14. Credit Suisse Group
15. Walton Enterprises LLC
16. Bank of New York Mellon Corp
17. NaQxis
18. Goldman Sachs Group
19. T Rowe Price Group
20. Legg Mason

Networks of Networks
“Stanford Research Ins0tute is plugged into at least 200 smaller "think tanks" doing research into
every facet of life in America. This is ARPA networking and represents the emergence of probably the
most far reaching eﬀort to control the environment of every individual in the country. At present
Stanford's computers are linked with 2500 "sister" research consoles which include the CIA, CERN,
Bell Laboratories, U.S. Army Intelligence, The Oﬃce of Naval Intelligence (ONI), Rand Corpora0on,
MIT and its SRI equivalent the MITRE corpora0on, Harvard, UCLA.
The Pentagon uses SRI's master ﬁles extensively, and there is liPle doubt that other U.S. Government
agencies do too. Pentagon "command and control" problems are worked out by SRI.”
The ﬁrst Internet connecQon was between SRI and UCLA, on Oct 29 1969.
Stanford provided a central role in the development of computers and the
Internet as the library cataloging all (D)ARPA documentaQon. When it
linked its library to info.cern.ch, the World Wide Web was born.
Stanford’s librarian coders have formed a Global Library Hive Mind, linking
the engineering departments of the world’s libraries together into a
massive mega-lib.
SAIL – Stanford ArQﬁcial Intelligence Lab
SLAC – Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
PARC – Palo Alto Research Center; Xerox/SRI research project
Center for Advanced Studies in the Behavioral Sciences (IAS spin-oﬀ)
These groups played a fundamental role in the development of the World
Wide Web and the modern tech world. The mouse, the windows interface
that enabled both Apple and Microsok, video games, SIRI, networking,
email, and the Internet and Web themselves all were hatched from SRI.
The global group of partners mean someQmes Apple is the right choice to
popularize a technology, someQmes it is CERN. SRI, and those pulling the
strings behind it, get to choose.

ARPAnet, 1978

Burning Man

Bohemian Grove

Image: tavistockagenda
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Stanford Research
Institute
since 1946

SRI INTERNATIONAL

since 1977

2100 employees
$540 million revenues
Primarily a military contractor gave birth to (D)ARPA
Non-proﬁt spin-oﬀ from Stanford set up aker WW2
Acquired Sarnoﬀ CorporaQon RCA Laboratories
“SRI can be described as one of the jewels in Tavistock’s crown in
its rule over the United States” John Coleman

Image: SRI InternaQonal, via Tumblr
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Source: vice.com

Leland Stanford

Jane Stanford

Source: vice.com

Johns Hopkins

John Shaw
Daniel Coit Gilman
George Peabody Billings

First Esalen, then the Sixties
• Aldous Huxley + 2 Stanford students (Dick Price, Michael
Murphy) with military & elite Qes founded Esalen in 1962
• Huxley died there Wife injected him with LSD on Kennedy assassinaQon day
• CS Lewis died same day 11/22/63, IlluminaQ/Masonic numerlogy
• Jim Channon worked out of Esalen Army Think Tank
• Esalen and Star Trek
• Esalen and The Nine Principles channeling Theosophy’s ruling beings
• The Changing Images of Man & the Aquarian Conspiracy
• Ancient shamanic culture re-invented for transhumanism, New Dark Ages
• Esalen and Burning Man
• Joseph Campbell Hero’s Journey framework; taught to Wal-Mart, DoD Burning Man company retreat at Esalen, 2015
Images: wikipedia, esalen.org
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The Hero’s Journey

How to Transform your Life with Magical Thinking

Image: Debbie Yoon

Al Hubbard

Willis Harman

Source: Internet Archive, thememoryhole.org

Gerald Heard, Aldous Huxley, Al Hubbard

MKULTRA and Cybernetics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the scientific study of how people, animals, and
Frankfurt School social engineering
machines control and communicate information
Damaged Goods Bernays, Freud
“ULTRA” came from Allen Dulles Ultra-Magic deals, StaQon X, Camp X-ray
War of the Worlds Princeton Radio Project
Archaic Revival/New Dark Ages from Bateson studies of Siberian tribe
Commi*ee for NaQonal Morale Margaret Mead, Bateson, Gallup, Fromm
Macy Conferences 1941-60 CIA-linked FoundaQons; MK-ULTRA , NAOMI, SEARCH

•
•
•
•
•

Von Neumann, Wiener, Bush, Licklider, Nelson
InsQtutes for Advanced Study Princeton (30) Stanford (54)
MIT + MITRE, Stanford + SRI, Rand CorporaQon, IBM
Julian Huxley Transhumanism, eugenics, UNESCO
Aldous Huxley painless concentraQon camp for the mind

John von Neumann

Norbert Wiener

Electronic, chemical, geneQc, social engineering
Mass produced models of human beings arranged in a scienQﬁc caste system
Created by controlling oligarchy to get people to love their servitude
The ulQmate im-malevolent revoluQon

Images: Wikipedia, ASC, UMD

Source: Department of Defense memo, 1977

Evolution of the Image of Man
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FronQer man/Pioneer; violent
Authoritarian Personality – Frankfurt school (Adorno); pre WW2 Germany; violent
DemocraQc/RevoluQonary Personality – Bateson, Mead, WW2 US, New Lek
Hippie – created to derail AnQ-War “New Lek” movement
Punk – post hippie violent
Biker – violent. Underworld enforcer, drug distribuQon
Heavy metal – Satanist; violent
Goth – depression, suicide, psych-meds
Aquarian Conspiracy/New Age Man – Changing Images of Man
Hacker/cyber-punk – the WIRED generaQon
The Burner – collaboraQve, self-absorbed, hive-oriented, socialist, LGBT+poly
Steampunk – retro, decadent, technology heading backwards (neo-Feudalism)

Image: halloweencostumes.com
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Democratic Surround
Immersive, Gestalt mulQmedia
Bauhaus
PanopQcon
MOMA exhibit Family of Man 1955
IBM in Russia RAMAC 1959

Image: amanostudy
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Diagram of Field of Vision by Herbert Bayer
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Creating Crowleyan Counter Culture
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grateful Dead (Warlocks) military Qes, Bohemian Grove, Tavistock
Acid Tests a lot of electronics, a lot of free LSD
MKULTRA CIA, academia, military, DARPA, Behavioral Sciences, IAS
OperaQon Midnight Climax CIA LSD honey trap in North Beach
The Whole Earth Catalog
Laurel Canyon – Lookout Mountain Dave McGowan RIP
The Human Be-In Golden Gate Park (Presidio)
The radicalized New Lek Berkeley, Saul Alinsky, H R Clinton
The techno-hippy Utopian New Communalists Stanford
Stewart Brand military, USCO, MKULTRA, Trips FesQval
Gregory Bateson OSS; co-founder of the CIA
Margaret Mead ”small groups of people can change the world”
Timothy Leary, Millbrook, the Mellons Huxley’s LSD IlluminaQ
Gordon Wasson JP Morgan, CFR, Century Club “discovered” shrooms
Willis Harman – Changing Images of Man
Altamont, Helter Skelter, Process Church

Image: openfootage.com

PCs Came From SRI, made and sold
by Hippies and Deadheads

•
•
•
•

Mother of all Demos, Xerox PARC 68 Doug Engelbart, ﬁlmed by Stewart Brand
Xerox PARC part of SRI campus, both part of Stanford
Stanford ArQﬁcial Intelligence Lab same place Stewart Brand given tour 62
Gates & Allen (Windows) and Steve Jobs (Mac) both given
personal tours of PARC demos of windowing desktop, mouse, networked PC
Xerox invested in Apple right before its IPO and thus proﬁted
Homebrew Computer Club funded from Stewart Brand social experiment; at SLAC
Brand ran mulQmedia for the Acid Tests acid via Capt. Al Hubbard, Stanford
Douglas Engelbart, Bill English, Alan Kay: windows interface, the mouse,

•
•
•
•
•
•

Some founders of Apple, SUN, MS, Ampex, many others: acid
Timothy Leary promoted PCs, cyberspace, virtual reality acid
Hippie heroes used to promote Mac “think diﬀerent”, 1984
Steve Jobs TOP SECRET security clearance; acid
Steve Wozniak acid, hackers
Whole Earth Review ﬁrst computer mag; acid

•
•
•
•

desktop publishing; acid

Video Games Came From SRI & MIT
•
•
•
•
•

Promoted by Stewart Brand in Rolling Stone 1972
Now $100 billion/yr industry
Funded by military, used for training
Now video game controllers drive drones and robots actual combat skills
ABC.XYZ (Google): world’s biggest manufacturer of military robots

Image: WIRED

Source: Rolling Stone, via wheels.org

Internet Came from DARPA

Images: Wikimedia commons

Riding Big Waves

“Mommy, Where Does Venture Capital Come From?”

Sources: Pitchbook.com, Forbes

Defense R&D Budget
California
Defense R&D
California
Defense R&D

$ Billions

Military Created
Venture Capital
& Silicon Valley
The Rise of Risk Capital
“The Group”

Sources: United States National Science Foundation Science and Engineering Indicators 2006, 2006, http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind06/append/c4/at04-03.pdf; United States
Governemnt, Budgetfor FY 05, Historical Tables, 2004, Table 9.7, http://www.gpoaccess.gov/-usbudget/fy05/hist.html

1950’s

• First Bay Area “Angels”

The Secret History of Silicon Valley

–
–
–
–
–

Defense R&D Budget
Versus Venture Capital

Reid Dennis
William Bryan
William Edwards
William K. Bowes
Daniel McGanney

~ 10 deals $75 -$300K

The Valley Attracts Financial Attention
The 1st West Coast IPO’s

Defense R&D

$ Billions
California
Defense R&D

Silicon Valley
Defense R&D
Silicon Valley
Venture

Sources: United States National Science Foundation Science and Engineering Indicators 2006, 2006, http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind06/append/c4/at04-03.pdf; United States
Governemnt, Budgetfor FY 05, Historical Tables, 2004, Table 9.7, http://www.gpoaccess.gov/-usbudget/fy05/hist.html

Source: The Secret History of Silicon Valley, Steve Blank

The Secret History of Silicon Valley

The Secret History of Silicon Valley

• 1956

Varian

• 1957

Hewlett Packard

• 1958

Ampex

The Secret History of Silicon Valley

Military History of Silicon Valley
• Radio, Laser, Wi-Fi, Cellphone, RadiaQon, Microwave all variaQons of same technology
• Mare Island Naval manufacturing base since 1854; 500+ vessels, incl. nuclear submarines
• HP ﬁrst major SV startup Stanford spin-oﬀ; Disney ﬁrst customer; military contractor, radio, sonar
• WW2 aircrak losses: US 52,951; UK 42,010; Germany 76,875; Russia 106,400
• InvenQon of EW– Harvard Radio Research Lab. Chaﬀ, Electronic Counter-Measures, airborne radar
• Vannevar Bush Raytheon founder; UniversiQes fund R & D in place for war eﬀort
MIT $117m, Caltech $83, Harvard & Columbia $30m

•
•
•
•

Fred Terman heads HRRL Stanford Dean of Engineering; Center of Excellence Microwaves+Electronics
William Shockley eugenics; head of radar training, anQ-submarine ops; deputy director weapons R & D
Terman recruits 11 former RRL to Stanford
Electronic Radio Lab: basic & unclassiﬁed research; “Microwave Valley” – military R & D

• PROJECT POPPY 1962-1971 First satellite NRL, NRO ﬁnd ﬂeets via radio, radar emissions.
•
•
•
•

Stanford is advanced R & D for NSA and CIA throughout cold war Stanford Dish is CIA; U2 plane
Encouraged grad students to start companies funding from military; professors join boards
Tech transfer, licensing super easy at Stanford 3 minutes not 3 years
Fairchild “ﬁrst trillion dollar startup” Intel, Kleiner Perkins, 2000+ other descendants

• Polaris missile made by Lockheed Space & Missile Systems in Sunnyvale 20,000 employees
• Moﬀe* Field Navy blimp base 1931; Google 60-year lease
• NASA Ames Research Center 2300 employees, $860 million budget, $3 billion of equipment
• Jet Propulsion Laboratories founder Jack Parsons worked in Hercules, went to Stanford
Source: The Secret History of Silicon Valley, Steve Blank

The Trillion Dollar Startup

Image: Tech Crunch

Image: Business Week

Image: Mayhem & Chaos

Spook Entrepreneurship
Oracle began as internal CIA project 48.3% of database market; counter-culture newspaper
IBM supplied Hitler, Russia, UK, US during WW2 social engineering with barcodes
Rockefellers supplied Hitler with fuel ﬁrst Silicon Valley VC
“Intel Inside”, Fairchild 60%+ military contracts; Fairchild founded on military imagery/aviaQon
Intel, Microsok, Oracle immediate IBM deals; BG Qes; Intel bought McAfee $7.7 bln, secures military
Facebook – Mark Zuckerberg Philips Exeter (Stewart Brand); JHU CTY with Sergey Brin, Lady Gaga
Sean Parker hacker, arrested by FBI, drew a*enQon of CIA, oﬀered internship at 16
Don Graham mentor, Washington Post; CIA propaganda tool OperaQon MOCKINGBIRD
PalanQr PRISM spy sokware, mega-unicorn – just raised $880 million, worth $20 billion
Verisign/RSA single, NSA-linked company behind SSL security cerQﬁcates
In-Q-Tel – venture capital fund of the CIA 102 companies: $9 VC match every $1 invested
Google Interval research, Highlands Group; Brin consulQng to CIA, regular meeQngs; Johns Hopkins Center for
Talented Youth; State Department, Pentagon Qes; now ABC.XYZ, world’s biggest military robot manufacturer

SUN Stanford University Network. Spin-out, major Defense contractor; acquired by Oracle $7.4 billion
Apple Mac, Microsok Windows DARPA spin out, Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC)
StuxNet used 4 zero-day exploits in Windows itself; backdoors
TOR – developed by Navy and NSA holes in system used to bust Silk Road founder
SIRI Largest ArQﬁcial Intelligence project in Defense history; from SRI
Self-Driving Cars DARPA Grand challenge 2007; Tesla 2015
2015 DARPA challenge robots walk through rubble, up stairs
Amazon - $600m CIA deal bought Washington Post
“Facebook is the most appalling spying machine that has ever been invented” – Julian Assange, Wikileaks
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Academic Cells HUMINT: recruiting networks of agents
By the interac0on of these various branches on one another, under the pretense that each branch was an autonomous power, the inﬂuence
of each branch was increased through a process of mutual reinforcement. The unanimity among the various branches was believed by the
outside world to be the result of the inﬂuence of a single Truth, while really it was the result of the existence of a single group. Thus a
statesman (a member of the Group) announces a policy. About the same 0me, the Royal Ins0tute of Interna0onal Aﬀairs publishes a study
on the subject, and an Oxford don, a Fellow of All Souls (and a member of the Group) also publishes a volume on the subject (probably
through a publishing house, like G. Bell and Sons or Faber and Faber, allied to the Group). The statesman’s policy is subjected to cri0cal
analysis and ﬁnal approval in a “leader” in The Times, while the two books are reviewed (in a single review) in The Times Literary
Supplement. Both the “leader” and the review are anonymous but are wriPen by the members of the Group. And ﬁnally, at about the same
0me, an anonymous ar0cle in The Round Table strongly advocates the same policy. The cumula0ve eﬀect of such tac0cs as this, even if each
tac0cal move inﬂuences only a small number of important people, is bound to be great. - Carroll Quigley
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NASA has War Plans

The “Ultimate” Education
Approach - Plug and Play

and they include Psychological Warfare and Transhumanism
2001

Direct Silicon (or other such) device
connection to brain, (very rapid)
uploads, Education in minutes
instead of (many) years
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